**SPRING SENSORY SCAVENGER HUNT**

**Can you See?**
- robin’s eggshell
- a puddle
- a spring flower
- buds on trees
- mushrooms growing
- a worm

**Can you Hear?**
- spring peepers
- a bumble bee buzzing
- raindrops falling
- lawnmower mowing
- birds singing
- wind blowing

**Can you Feel?**
- sunshine on your face
- a fern’s soft leaves
- tickly green grass
- smooth rock
- wind in your hair
- sticky mud

**INSTRUCTIONS**

Spring is a great time to get outside and witness many beautiful and exciting indicators of the natural world coming to life again.

A Spring Sensory Scavenger Hunt helps you experience this resurgence with your family, and engages multiple senses. Print out this scavenger hunt and bring it along on your next walk or explore your own backyard over the next few weeks, checking off items as you hear/see/feel them!

**EXPLORING FURTHER**

👩‍💻 This is a great time to introduce the concept of "cycles" to children. Explain that a cycle is a series of events that repeat themselves. For example, the babies in the robin’s eggs will grow up to make eggs of their own. A flower can drops seeds that will grow into new flowers next year.

👩‍💻 Try to name other things that signify Spring for your family. Perhaps it’s the start of Little League, or it’s time for your neighbor to put out their crazy birdbath collection!
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